NEWSLETTER CITIZEN WEEK
| Worldwide solidarity week from 27th to 31st May 2013 |
After having the opportunity to enjoy nice moments together during the solidarity week in Geneva and
Zurich, we are very pleased to share with you the latest information regarding this week.
From the perspective of the organization team, we felt that people enjoyed and actively took part in this
event. Proof is the amount of donations, with a special applause for the Geneva office, considering the
fact that they gathered the amount of 1416.- CHF against 1340.- CHF in Zurich.
In addition, the bank will contribute up to 7500.- CHF at the group level.
We can proudly announced that a global sum of 10’256.- CHF will be distributed to the chosen
associations Feu & Joie & Miman.

The collect for Emmaüs Switzerland in collaboration with our PRIV colleagues was a success as well.
More than 54 bags full of clothes and various items have been given to the association.
Last but not least, the Manager Award Contest was a real success in Geneva! Indeed, it raised a total of
CHF 625.- We hereby make public the name of the manager chosen as our solidarity winner is:
Christian Vez

We would like to take the opportunity to thank you once again for your genuine collaboration!
The CSR team hopes that our goal has been achieved, such as bringing solidarity and gathering people
together as well as supporting two meaningful associations.
We wish them plenty of success in their next projects and we are glad to be part of their success.
Feu & Joie & Miman will give us regular updates on their projects and we won’t fail to keep you informed
of the way the money you generously donated will be used.

Julien, Fanny, Ruby & Olivia

